


In February 1937 Maynard Dixon
(1875–1946) received an invitation from
the Treasury Department’s Section of
Painting and Sculpture, a New Deal arts
program, to create a two-panel mural for
the Interior Department building in
Washington, D.C. The assigned subject
matter was “themes taken from the
activities” of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), a government agency headquar-
tered in the new building.1 Dixon devel-
oped several proposals for the $4,400
commission, beginning with The Indian
Yesterday and The Indian Today (figs. 1
and 2). The first mural study features a
man framed by the halo of a fully risen
sun, a tall stalk of corn, and a procession
of buffalo. Wrapped in a blanket, the fig-
ure holds a feathered war bonnet and
offers a ceremonial peace pipe to an off-
canvas guest. In contrast, The Indian
Today depicts a younger man dressed in
denim overalls and a long-sleeved shirt,
tilling the earth around a small corn
plant with a short hoe. A windmill stands
to his right and a row of boxcars, a hori-
zon of dusty hills, and a setting sun can be
seen in the distance.

The Section rejected these and other
initial designs, however, ultimately select-
ing instead revised proposals for panels
titled Indian and Soldier (fig. 3) and
Indian and Teacher (frontispiece, fig. 4).

Again representing a binary view of
American Indian history, past and present,
the final mural is painted in a flat, static
style and rendered in soft, low-key tones.
Dixon edged each panel in what he called
an “Indianesque border” of zigzag pat-
terns. Indian and Soldier, a scene of
nineteenth-century contact and conflict,
features two Plains Indians and two
Anglo-Europeans silhouetted against a
broad expanse of Western prairie and
blue sky. One Indian holds a war club;
the other, the tallest of the four figures,
is positioned in the middle of the canvas
and carries a peace pipe. Facing the
Indians, the whites consist of a scout
carrying a buffalo rifle and a blond soldier
(a dead-ringer for George Custer) leaning
on his cavalry sword. The Indian holding
the peace pipe—which extends to the
throat of the soldier—points to the view-
er’s left, to the West (the same direction as
the charging buffalo in the background), a
gesture that Dixon explained as meaning:
“This is our land. You shall drive us no
further.”2 The artist added stylized gray
clouds in the far left section of sky, above
the Indian carrying the club.

In the final contemporary scene, Indian
and Teacher, Dixon depicted a BIA agent
explaining modern agricultural techniques
to an Indian family. Again, four figures are
portrayed. The group on the right includes
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the agent kneeling on the ground and
holding out a lump of soil in his right
hand; a young boy leaning on a hoe and
gazing down, rather disinterestedly, at the
agent; and a woman, the boy’s mother,
standing between them and cradling an
armful of corn. A man whose straight
back is perfectly aligned with the mature
stalk of corn behind him stands apart
from this group and, like his son, looks
down at the BIA agent. Wearing a broad-
brimmed black hat, jeans, a decorated
vest, a patterned blanket, and beaded
moccasins, he is the tallest and most com-
pelling of the figures in this panel. In the
background, a barn replaces the teepee
found in the first panel; a wooden fence
and a row of stubby corn plants take the
place of the line of rushing buffalo in the
earlier scene. 

After delays owing to Dixon’s ill health
(he suffered from asthma and emphysema
and underwent prostate surgery in 1937)
and the destruction of his original full-size

cartoons (which were inadvertently
thrown in a dumpster by Interior
Department workmen), the mural was
finally dedicated in May 1939. The pan-
els, officially entitled Themes of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, were installed
on opposite walls of a dimly lit hallway
adjacent to an elevator on the fourth floor
of the Interior Building. Indians at Work,
a monthly newsletter published by the
department, described them as presenting
a simple, progressive narrative: “the pass-
ing of the old regime of the Indian and
the beginning of the new era.”3 Yet a care-
ful analysis of the mural’s frozen sensibili-
ty, the details of Dixon’s negotiations with
New Deal tastemakers, and a considera-
tion of Dixon’s personal and professional
goals reveals a much more complex story. 

New Deal art projects, which were
funded between 1933 and 1943, included
the Works Progress Administration/Federal
Art Project’s Index of American Design,
the Farm Security Administration’s

1 Maynard Dixon, The Indian
Yesterday, 1937. Tempera on
paper, 19 ½ x 25 in. Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco, Gift
of Edith Hamlin 
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documentary photographs and films, and
the Section’s public murals, among others,
and they have been the subject of numer-
ous studies.4 For some scholars, New
Deal art is an opaque and generally opti-
mistic celebration of national unity, an
“art for the millions” that reaffirmed
shared values of cooperation, community,
hard work, clearly demarcated gender
roles, and the sanctity of the family, and
helped to restore public confidence in
U.S. tenets of capitalism and democracy,
which had been sorely strained by the
Great Depression. Others extend these
analyses to posit New Deal art as the
“official” cultural currency, the symbolic
capital of an ideologically liberal state.5

New Deal art was neither an uncom-
plicated nor monolithic celebration of
American nationalism. As is evident in
Themes of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, it
was the product of artists who had
absorbed modernist directives of personal
style and self-expression. On one level,
Dixon’s mural seemingly upheld the

reformist ideology of the New Deal BIA,
which favored a balance between indige-
nous self-sufficiency and national assim-
ilation. But on another it critiqued
acculturation by visualizing separate iden-
tities for Native and European Americans;
note further Dixon’s positioning of a dark
cloud above the BIA agent and the Indian
mother and child in the contemporary
panel Indian and Teacher (see frontispiece,
fig. 4). In his words and acts as well as his
career as an illustrator, painter, and poet,
the California-born artist—who had a pen-
chant for cowboy boots, folksy language,
and a love of the Old West—idealized the
freedom and autonomy of past Indian life,
especially for men. Analyzed from these
levels of narrative intentionality and insta-
bility, Dixon’s mural discloses how one
artist negotiated the institutional dictates
of New Deal public art policy and his
own romanticized identification, and
obsession, with American Indians. The
story of its creation helps us to understand
the convoluted politics surrounding the

2 Maynard Dixon, The Indian
Today, 1937. Tempera on paper,
19 ½ x 25 in. Fine Arts Museums
of San Francisco, Gift of Edith
Hamlin 
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visual representation of Indians and the
American West in the 1930s as well as
this artist’s projection of modern mascu-
line malaise onto Native Americans.

Dixon and BIA Themes

First established in the 1830s, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs came under the jurisdic-
tion of the Department of the Interior in
1849. If originally designed to oversee fed-
eral relations with Indian peoples and to
protect Indian tribal laws and land rights,
the BIA historically functioned to assimi-
late Native Americans into mainstream
culture and society. Under the 1887
General Allotment, or Dawes Act, the

federal government was officially empow-
ered to seize tribal lands and assign small
allotments to Indian families (and sell or
lease the remainder to whites). The grid-
ded Plains landscape of small farms and
tidy towns depicted by self-taught artist
William Fuller in Crow Creek Agency,
Dakota Territory (fig. 5) amply illustrates
the government’s goal of Native main-
streaming; art historian Julie Schimmel
has described it as a “white model for
Indian life.”6 Assimilation efforts also
included placing Indian children in board-
ing schools, restricting Indian religions by
criminalizing certain rituals and ceremonies,
and promoting Anglo-European styles of
farming and ranching. The BIA employed
government farmers and stockmen to visit

3 Maynard Dixon, Themes of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs: Indian
and Soldier, 1939. Oil, 105 x
158 in. U.S. Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C.
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Indians at their farms and ranches, teach
them new agricultural methods (including
soil and water management), and advise
them about the livestock industry and
markets. 

During the 1930s, the agency was
aligned with New Deal liberal reformist
objectives, which, following the Indian
Reorganization Act of 1934, included
commitment to Indian land ownership,
effective tribal government leadership, and
economic self-sufficiency through farming,
ranching, and small-scale industry. John
Collier, appointed commissioner of Indian
affairs in 1933, suspended the Dawes Act
and its policies of Indian land allotment
and began making significant inroads
toward reestablishing the autonomy of

Native peoples. A longtime Indian activist
and vociferous critic of the BIA during the
1920s, Collier was staunchly committed
to indigenous cultural and racial preserva-
tion. Still, Collier’s “Indian New Deal”
was forced to concentrate much of the
agency’s budget and staff on managing an
inherited bureaucratic mess of land-lease
arrangements and pursuing litigation
regarding water rights. In addition, it had
to counter challenges, from whites and
Indians alike, who resented and resisted
the BIA’s new reformist course.7

Collier and Dixon had been friends
since the 1920s, when Dixon joined the
American Indian Defense Association, a
group formed by Collier and others in
1923 to protect Native religious freedoms

4 Maynard Dixon, Themes of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs: Indian and
Teacher, 1939. Oil, 105 x 158 in.
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.
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and support full citizenship rights for
indigenous peoples. The two men collabo-
rated on a 1924 Sunset magazine article
titled “Persecuting the Pueblos: The
Indian Bureau Denies Its Wards Religious
Liberty.” Dixon also designed the cover
for Collier’s 1924 pamphlet The Indian
and Religious Freedom, depicting an
Indian wrapped in a blanket, holding a
bundle of ceremonial feathers, and stand-
ing alone in a vast Western landscape. In
1937, when Dixon received the BIA mural
commission, he similarly made Indian
independence the focus of his first set of
drawings for the Interior Building.8

Thus the figure Dixon drew for The
Indian Yesterday (see fig. 1) is proud and
solitary, and stands next to a tall stalk of
corn while a herd of buffalo roam freely in
the background. Corn and buffalo were
common symbolic tropes for “Indianness,”
and Dixon often painted Indian men
standing near corn plants to evoke notions
of an indigenous organicism. Corn also
was a personal symbol of genesis and good
fortune, for Dixon drew a healthy stalk
of ripe corn on an announcement of the
birth of a son (with his second wife, pho-
tographer Dorothea Lange) in 1928.
Throughout the Great Depression, corn
was a national icon: a hopeful symbol of
midwestern health and prosperity in John
Steuart Curry’s regionalist canvases, or an
ironic marker of economic injustice in

social realist prints such as Lucienne
Bloch’s Land of Plenty (1930), which
depicted a destitute family walking past a
fenced area of tall corn and towering elec-
tric power lines.9

Dixon contrasted his iconography of
Indian autonomy with The Indian Today
(see fig. 2), a scene of an assimilated Native
shorn of his long hair, bent over a stubby
corn plant, and enclosed within the barren
space by machines—a windmill and a long
line of boxcars. Dixon offered another
lamentation on Anglo-European accultura-
tion in his 1936 poem “Old Chief”:

How should you not look grim, old chief?
How long, how well have you outlasted 

hunger?
How many days outlasted starvation?
How long, how many ways, endured

the white man’s inhumanities?10

Not surprisingly, Interior Secretary
Harold Ickes turned down Dixon’s initial
designs. Ickes was a cantankerous micro-
manager who “insisted on personally
approving” all artworks intended for his
new building and its constituent agen-
cies, from William Gropper’s mural
Construction of a Dam (1939, painted for
the Bureau of Reclamation) and Edgar
Britton’s frescoes Work of the Petroleum
Division of the Bureau of Mines (1939) to
Dixon’s Themes of the Bureau of Indian

5 William Fuller, Crow Creek
Agency, Dakota Territory, 1884.
Oil, 24 ⅝ x 51 ¾ in. Amon
Carter Museum, Fort Worth,
Texas, Acquisition in memory of
René d’Harnoncourt, trustee 
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Affairs. And as Section staffer Edward
Rowan informed another muralist, Ickes
was “extremely particular about the pre-
sentation of the American Indian and
does not condone the presentation of the
Indian in any but the most friendly
scenes.” Dixon’s third wife, artist Edith
Hamlin (who worked with him on the
mural), later recalled, “I told Maynard it
wouldn’t be accepted, but he had to get
it out of his system.”11

In the end, Dixon developed at least
four sets of drawings for the BIA mural.
His next design (figs. 6 and 7) shifted
from pure symbolism to historical narra-
tive. He retained the binary opposition
of Indians past and present but now
crowded his compositions with additional
figures and details: the conflict between
Indians, soldiers, and scouts in the nine-
teenth century (fig. 6); the success of
Indian agriculture in the twentieth centu-
ry, as realized in details such as Native
American women tending healthy corn, a
stockade full of livestock, and a car (fig. 7).
Dixon was informed, however, that while
Secretary Ickes “particularly liked” the
“sense of drama in the cornfield [and] the
squaws” in this second set of sketches, he
“objected to the introduction of the car in
the panel dealing with the Indian farmer.”
Apparently, agricultural prosperity was
good for Native Americans, but too much
economic success—as in Indians owning
cars (a fact of life in the American West for
whites and Indians alike since the 1910s)—
was deemed suspicious. Moreover, Ickes
objected to Dixon’s failure to depict the
BIA’s direct orchestration of Indian suc-
cess at farming. Ickes made it clear that
his approval would depend on a compo-
sition “showing a white man teaching
agricultural methods to the Indians.”12

In his final set of designs, Dixon thus
visualized the BIA’s modern-day presence
in Indian country, represented in the figure
of the white farm agent. 

Asked by the Section to describe the
finished mural (see figs. 3 and 4), Dixon
provided the following statement:

Panel (1)—Indian and Soldier: Except for
the Apaches (Ariz. 1887) our last Indian
wars were with Plains tribes; so I have
chosen this type, with a cavalry officer of
1865–80. The chief ’s gesture says: “This is
our land. You shall drive us no further.”
The strip of running buffalo suggests the
last of the great herds (1876–82). The half-
breed scout carries the old Sharp rifle, the
“buffalo gun” of that period.

Panel (2)—Indian and Teacher: The
Indian says: “The Sun is our father, the
Earth is our mother.” The White Man says:
“The ground belongs to us.” The Indian
says: “We belong to the ground.” The White
Man studies soil chemistry. The Indian
prays to the Earth. The teacher takes a lump
of soil from the furrow and tells the Indian
boy—the new generation—how to make it
produce. The old people look on, somewhat
doubtful of new ideas, with some reverence
for the old. The large corn plant stands for
the generous earth, the young corn for culti-
vation; the fence for divided lands and the
end of freedom. I had always felt something
far more tragic in all this—but perhaps
there is now also something of hope.13

Dixon’s final design fit the intentions
of the Section’s original commission: to
visualize the reformist and educational
“activities” of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Although many 1930s BIA agents
were spending their time dealing with
federal paperwork, Dixon showed them
in the field, actively instructing Indian
clients. He tempered his earlier take on
modernism’s destruction of Native
American cultures and painted a contem-
porary scene of Indian and white coopera-
tion—a scene in keeping with Secretary
Ickes’ “extremely particular” demand for
pictures of “friendly” Natives. Further,
Dixon’s depiction of Indians as members
of families, rather than tribes, correspond-
ed to mainstream ideals about the appro-
priate American social structure and with
government notions of assimilation. 

Yet Themes of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
also retained Dixon’s implicit critique of
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Native American assimilation—his sense
of the “tragic,” as he put it in his artist’s
statement. The panel featuring the present-
day BIA agent, for example, is especially
static in comparison with that of the

historical scene, with its frieze of rushing
buffalo in the background and the force-
ful arm gesture of the tallest Indian in
the middle. Dixon’s idealization of the
autonomy and freedom of precontact,

6 Maynard Dixon, BIA Mural Design
Proposal: Scene of Indians and
Soldiers, 1937. Photograph, National
Archives, Washington, D.C.

7 Maynard Dixon, BIA Mural Design
Proposal: Scene of Indians and Corn-
field, 1937. Photograph, National
Archives, Washington, D.C.
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pre-BIA American Indians was based on
prevailing stereotypes of Natives as “noble
savages” and on assumptions that Natives
were a “vanishing race.” His nostalgia 
for an undomesticated Western landscape
of independent—and racially pure—
Indians stemmed from personal anxieties
about modern life and masculine dis-
placement.

Nostalgia and the West

“My boyhood home,” Dixon recalled,
“was a raw California boom town where
men drank, gambled in land values and
shot one another over irrigation rights.”
Born a decade after the Civil War, Dixon
was the grandson of a prosperous slave-
holding Mississippi farmer and the son of
a Confederate army officer. After the war
and the loss of the family estate, his father
“joined an exodus of disaffected southern-
ers to California’s San Joaquin Valley,”
where he attempted to re-create a lost
plantation lifestyle on a Fresno ranch
named Refuge and vehemently denounced
the course of the nation in the late nine-
teenth century (frequently raging about
“damn businessmen”). Never fully accept-
ing his changed circumstances, Dixon’s
father suffered several nervous breakdowns
and was committed to a California state
mental hospital in 1893; he died in 1898
when Maynard Dixon (the eldest of five
children) was twenty-three.14

Raised by estranged Southerners in a
still-wild West, Dixon was the heir of
postbellum nostalgia for lost causes and
cultures. Like film director D. W. Griffith,
also born in 1875 and also the son of a
Confederate army officer, Dixon romanti-
cized a mythical Southern past of isolated
self-sufficiency and masculine privilege,
and he reinscribed this ethos in visual
terms. Rather than sentimentalizing
pre–Civil War Southern white patriarchy,
however, as Griffith did in such films as
In Old Kentucky (1909) and The Birth of a
Nation (1915), Dixon idealized American

Indians in such paintings as The Medicine
Robe (fig. 8), Earth Knower (fig. 9), and
Themes of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.15

Issues of race and masculinity were central
to the visual narratives of both artists, but
for Dixon American Indians became sym-
bolic surrogates for the loss of masculine
independence and individualism in indus-
trial America. As Dixon explained in a
1937 interview:

I was born and raised an American. My
people came from England to Virginia before
the Revolution. . . . For us, history began
(almost) with Bunker Hill and the
Declaration. All our guarantees were set
forth in the Bill of Rights, and that meant
what it said. Under it, people could live and
move; could look one another in the eye and
freely discuss matters of public interest, in
open difference of opinion. This was assured
to all men. It was American. Friendships
were genuine, based on character—not
money. A man’s word could be in fact as
good as his bond, and the average was high.
The subservient “white collar” class was not
evident; the “yes man” of the big corporations
had not yet become a national figure; and
that boot-licking phrase, “the customer is
always right,” had not yet been invented.16

Dixon’s understanding of the American
character and his own centered on ideals
of white masculine virtue and freedom
that he derived, by virtue of patrimony,
from the nation’s democratic beginnings—
its early republican era. If Americans had
been honest and “genuine” and had pros-
pered as independent, freethinking pro-
ducers in the nineteenth century, they
had become white-collar drones and
mindless consumers under corporate
capitalism. Other artists shared these
views: Thomas Hart Benton, for example,
repeatedly painted dynamic scenes of
autonomous workers in his murals of 
the 1930s, revisualizing the nation’s origi-
nal republican ideology in a twentieth-
century context.17 Yet Dixon was more
fatalistic: the frozen style of his paintings
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indicates no interest in reanimating the
republican tradition; the past tense of his
1937 reflections suggests that he felt the
nation’s foundational principles and the
independent white men who upheld
them had disappeared in modern times.
His nostalgic longing for both, however,
would be revealed in multiple paintings of

a preindustrial American West, and of the
Indians who inhabited it.

Dixon’s attachment to imagery of a
romantic, Golden-Age West came early.
Often bedridden with asthma as a child,
he voraciously consumed pictures of a
rugged, manly West in popular magazines
like Harper’s Weekly and Scribner’s; during

8 Maynard Dixon, The Medicine
Robe, 1915. Oil, 40 x 30 in.
Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming, Gift of Mr. and
Mrs. Godwin Pelissero
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camping trips with his father, he drew
California cowboys, Indians, and adobe
missions. In 1891, at age sixteen, he sent
two sketchbooks to his favorite illustrator,
Frederic Remington. Encouraged by the
popular artist’s positive response—“You
draw better at your age than I did. . . . Be
always true to yourself—to the way and

the things you see in nature—if you imi-
tate any other man ever so little you are
‘gone’”—Dixon decided to “devote” his
life “to illustrating the Old West.”18

In 1893 he received his only formal art
training (three months at the California
School of Design in San Francisco) and
began a career as a professional illustrator,

9 Maynard Dixon, Earth Knower,
1935. Oil, 40 x 50 in. Oakland
Museum of California, Gift of
Dr. Abilio Reis
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publishing his first drawings in Overland
Monthly. Wearing Stetsons and cowboy
boots, smoking hand-rolled cigarettes,
and often signing his work with a stylized
thunderbird logo, Dixon dressed the part
of the Western artist (fig. 10). As art his-
torian Linda Jones Gibbs notes, Dixon’s
interests in the West coincided with those
of Frederick Jackson Turner, who sermo-
nized about “The Significance of the
Frontier in American History” at the 1893
Chicago world’s fair; for both men, the

West represented the last locus of
America’s early ideals of independence,
individualism, freedom, and faith. “Ever
since I began to see and think,” Dixon
remarked in 1933, “I have had a feeling
that the West is spiritually important to
America. As I grow older it becomes a
firm conviction. You can’t argue with
those desert mountains, and if you live
among them long enough—like the
Indian does—you don’t want to.”19

Dixon’s idealization of the American
West and American Indians as spatial,
symbolic, and spiritual markers of nation-
al identity was disclosed in two predomi-
nant themes in his paintings: scenes of a
vast and generally unpopulated frontier
landscape such as Mesas in Shadow (fig. 11)
and stylized pictures of resolute, stat-
uesque Native Americans that were given
such titles as The Ancient (1915), What
an Indian Thinks (1915), Mystery Stone
(1922), Neolithic Afternoon (1930), Men
of the Red Earth (1931–32), and Earth
Knower. It was also evident in his frequent
use of the phrase “the Real Thing” to
describe the American West. As he noted
in 1915, “My object has always been to
get as close to the Real Thing as possi-
ble—people, animals and country. The
melodramatic Wild West idea is not for
me the big possibility. The more lasting
qualities are in the quiet and more broad-
ly human aspects of Western life.” In
part, Dixon was responding to the burden
of authenticity especially placed on
American Western painting. From the
nineteenth century on, Western American
painters and patrons promoted an aes-
thetic of verisimilitude and technical mas-
tery, insisting that the West’s awesome
landscapes and exotic others be represent-
ed as timeless fact. Dixon, like many
Western artists, avidly collected Western
“stuff” (artifacts including saddles, pottery,
and Navajo rugs) to solidly fix, or freeze,
this representation of the West. The genre’s
documentary pretensions—its “eternal
image of the past,” to paraphrase Walter
Benjamin—could be seen to justify

10 Isabel Porter Collins, Maynard
Dixon, ca. 1895. Photograph.
California Historical Society, 
San Francisco
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national policies of expansion and colo-
nization, visualized in paintings such as
Albert Bierstadt’s Emigrants Crossing the
Plains of 1867 and Henry Farny’s Morning
of a New Day of 1907.20 Realistic styles
and gestures of historical authenticity,
from Remington’s Dash for the Timber
(1889) to Charles Russell’s Buffalo Bill’s
Duel with Yellowhand (1917), seemingly
validated a mythical American West of
heroic action, masculine adventure, and
manifest destiny, and that image of the
West became “the Real Thing.”

Of course, however much Dixon tried
to distinguish his “real” image of the
American West from the “Wild West”
melodramas of Remington and Russell,
he similarly romanticized the region,

especially the Southwest, as a refuge from
modernity. Like his friends the writers
Mary Austin and Mabel Dodge Luhan
and other artists and intellectuals who
journeyed to Taos and Santa Fe, New
Mexico, in the early twentieth century,
Dixon was profoundly alienated by
urbanization and technology and sought
alternative forms of cultural and personal
identity in the West. “I am a city’s wan
unwilling guest,” Dixon reflected in his
early poem “World’s End” (1896). “Would
I might wander where the great Southwest
lies throbbing with the pulses of the sun.”
While mostly based in studios in San
Francisco or New York from 1900 to
1946, Dixon spent months at a time
painting in the deserts and high prairies

11 Maynard Dixon, Mesas in
Shadow, 1926. Oil, 30 ¼ x 40 in.
Brigham Young University
Museum of Art, Provo, Utah,
Herald R. Clark Collection
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of Nevada, California, New Mexico, and
Arizona. The American West became his
sanctuary from modern life, his “escape to
reality,” to paraphrase the subtitle of
Luhan’s 1937 book, Edge of Taos Desert.
“For him,” Dixon’s friend Ansel Adams
later recalled, “the West was uncrowded,
unlittered, unorganized, and above all,
vital and free.”21 Devoid of cars, high-
ways, billboards, factories, farms, and
cities, Dixon’s West was a mythically
blank canvas.

These uncritical and highly selective
views of the West extended to the region’s
Native peoples, on whom Dixon and
other artists projected sweeping, essential-
ist notions of timelessness, nobility, and
racial purity. Austin, for example, used
the phrase the “perfect rhythm of life” to
intimate Pueblo Indian physical and spiri-
tual attachment to the organic world.
Likewise, in Ancient Life in the American
Southwest (1930), ethnologist Edgar
Hewett asserted that the Native American
“viewed nature as the great source of all
existence, found in contemplating its
orderly processes the principle for order-
ing his own life, [and] sought in its mys-
terious forces not something to be
captured and made to serve him, but
harmonies that he might share to the
profound satisfaction of his soul.”
Paintings such as The Medicine Robe (see
fig. 8), What an Indian Thinks, and Themes
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs suggest
that Dixon similarly idealized indigenous
Americans as being more attuned to
nature than modern Anglo-Americans.
Describing Earth Knower (see fig. 9) in
1933, the artist remarked: “He is a sage,
calm Indian who stands against his own
background of mountains, from which
he draws his health, wealth, religion, and
pattern of living. While we get panic-
stricken over ‘the market,’ the Indian
puffs his pipe and looks at the sky.”22

Idealizing Indians as the wise men of the
Old West, as antidotes for “the soul-sick-
ness of hyper-selfconscious modernism,”
Dixon further eulogized characteristics of

primitivism and spirituality that he found
in Native peoples. In a letter to his New
York gallery dealer, Robert Macbeth, for
example, Dixon described the Hopi of
Walpi, Arizona, where he painted for four
months in the early 1920s: “They still
believe and act as our forefathers did
20,000 years ago. They are here in the
midst of this age of steel and electricity, a
little remnant of the stone age still living!”
He added, “When you see one of their
ceremonies—there for an hour something
fine flashes out clear; there is savage beau-
ty in them, they have imagination. They
have dignity and form. These things are
for the archaeologist and the painter to
understand. From them the scientist
recreates the ancient world; the artist cre-
ates a new one. . . . So the visions of old
days have been as important to my work
as things actually seen.”23

Claiming ancestry (“our forefathers”)
and celebrating “savage beauty,” Dixon
objectified Indians as prehistoric primi-
tives and simultaneously expressed his
debt to their ancient “visions” as inspira-
tions for his artistic style and identity.
Scholar Michael Eric Dyson uses the
phrase “pedagogy of desire” to explain
the widespread appropriation of African
American cultural styles and personas
among whites.24 Dixon’s images of Indian
men (he rarely painted Indian women)
similarly embodied desires for physical
and psychic rejuvenation.

His Indians echoed, of course, long-
standing stereotypes of the noble, yet
doomed, savage by American artists rang-
ing from George Catlin to Edward Curtis
and James Fraser, and Taos Society artists
such as Ernest Blumenschein, E. Irving
Couse, and Joseph Henry Sharp. Dixon
painted Indians, he remarked in 1913,
“because through them I can express that
phantasy of freedom of space and thought
which will give the world a sentiment
about these people which is inspiring and
uplifting.” Yet if the dignified figures in
The Medicine Robe and Earth Knower were
more “inspiring” than racist depictions of
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Indians as bloodthirsty beasts, Dixon’s
static portraits confined Indians to an
unchanging past and discounted Native
agency and mobility. Looking backward,
Dixon ignored the restrictive realities of
the pre-BIA reservation, including geo-
graphic boundaries, forced concentration
of populations, compulsory labor, and
bans on Indian languages and religious
ceremonies. Further dismissing the impor-
tance of tribal community, Dixon painted
the Indian as the solitary, self-determined
man he himself wanted to be. His wistful
identification with the “Indian of
Yesterday” was coupled with the urgency
of the “vanishing race” theme, in which
American Indians were thought to be
doomed to extinction by assimilation. If a
fallacy (statistics showed steady increases
in twentieth-century Indian populations),
notions of Native disappearance were
couched in racially motivated anxieties
about the decline of “pure” Indian blood-
lines and lifestyles.25

Indeed, modern Indian populations
were growing, but much of this was
attributable to race-mixing with whites.
In an American Scene that dwelled on
race classification and separation, this was
dangerous; for those similarly committed
to stereotypes of Indians as racially dis-
tinctive red men, it was untenable. Dixon,
like most Americans, was keenly engaged
in race consciousness. In a 1927 article,
for example, he described American art as
the product of “individual men, of tem-
perament strongly marked by race or
nationality out of localities and conditions
present to them.” In the early 1930s
images of “homeless unemployed white
men” made him so distraught that he
painted a Forgotten Man series, which
featured pictures of destitute white hoboes
such as No Place to Go (fig. 12) and
Destination Unknown (1938). In the late
1930s, during the years he worked on
Themes of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Dixon wrote a series of letters in the 

12 Maynard Dixon, No Place to Go,
1935. Oil, 25 x 30 in. Brigham
Young University Museum of Art,
Provo, Utah, Herald R. Clark
Memorial Collection
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persona of a folksy Western humorist he
called “Drygulch Dick” and took potshots
at businessmen, politicians, and racial
stereotypes. In one 1938 letter to a friend
in California, he waxed: “What gets me
the Jew bunch is always belly aken about
the jewish problem . . . ther aint no jew
problem only what they make hollering
about it. . . . Shure they like the Money
but I have saw plenty Pale Faces around
El Cajon & L.A. & Holly Wood that’s got
the same ich. A man thats your Frend
wont go back on you I don’t care if hes a
jew or a Gringo or a Mex or indjian. I
wouldn’t be so shure about a jap.”26 If try-
ing to articulate a liberal position regard-
ing sociocultural stereotyping, Dixon’s
ruminations suggest a fixation with race
and racialized identity. His paintings of
Indian men, standing alone and seemingly
uncontaminated by modernity or misce-
genation, reflect similar obsessions. 

Disaffection and Depression

Dixon’s distress about the “whitening” of
the red man in modern times related in
part to his own feelings of artistic corrup-
tion as a commercial illustrator. He pro-
duced countless drawings for magazines
including Century, Collier’s, Cosmopolitan,
Harper’s Weekly, McClure’s, Scribner’s, and
Sunset. He also was a staff artist for several
San Francisco newspapers, worked for a
number of advertising firms, and illustrat-
ed over fifty books by authors such as Jack
London, Clarence E. Mulford (who wrote
the Hopalong Cassidy series), and Francis
Parkman. His prolific commercial output
was prompted by financial necessity and
obligation: his father’s death in 1898 left
Dixon as his family’s eldest male; in 1905
he married artist Lillian West Tobey; in
1906 the San Francisco earthquake
destroyed his studio. In 1907 he moved to
New York, the center of commercial art
production, and soon was elected to the
National Academy of Design, the Society
of Illustrators, and the Salmagundi Club.

Despite his success, Dixon despised com-
mercial art. As he bemoaned in a letter to
his friend and mentor Charles Lummis, a
popular Western author and newspaper
editor: “I’m being paid to lie about the
West, the country I know and care about.
I’m done with all that. I’m going back
home where I can do honest work in my
own way.”27 Dixon’s disaffection was fur-
thered by a disastrous marriage (the first
of three, all to women artists) marked by
his wife’s alcoholism and his affair with
playwright Sophie Treadwell. 

Returning to California in 1912, Dixon
embarked on a freelance career; he later
remarked, “As a painter, then, I date from
1912.” Asserting his artistic and personal
independence, Dixon spent months alone
in the Southwest and in 1915 produced
paintings such as The Medicine Robe,
The Ancient, and What an Indian Thinks,
each featuring a single male figure in a
boundless Western landscape. For the
rest of his life, Dixon tried to avoid art
commissions except in moments of dire
financial need—designing posters and
billboards for the San Francisco adver-
tising firm of Foster and Kleiser after his
first divorce or covers for the Standard
Oil Bulletin during the Depression. In
the 1920s he painted murals for the Mark
Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco, the
Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix, and the
California State Library in Sacramento
and developed the flat, decorative style
that accounts, in part, for the frozen sen-
sibility of his 1939 mural for the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. In the later 1930s he
competed for several New Deal arts proj-
ects, winning contracts for post office
murals in Martinez and Canoga Park,
California.28 Dixon’s anxieties about art
for hire and “being paid to lie about the
West” would resurface during his com-
mission to paint Themes of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, an assignment that came
on the heels of his divorce from Dorothea
Lange. Since their marriage in 1920,
Lange had largely supported Dixon and
their two sons with her successful portrait
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photography studio in San Francisco.
After the marriage dissolved in 1935,
Dixon, sixty years old and in increasingly
bad health, once again struggled with
economic and personal problems.

Dixon was not an untroubled man; in
addition to inheriting his father’s antipa-
thy to modern life, he inherited his fre-
quent bouts of depression. Dixon’s despair
was personal and political, relating to his
marital difficulties, poor health, financial
insolvency, and disillusionment with the
erosion of “American idealism” brought on
by the “hate propaganda, red-baiting, and

profiteering” of World War I. He divulged
his anguish in poems such as “Death of a
Man” (1917–18) and in private nonobjec-
tive watercolors (signed with the odd alias
“Nvorczk”) of marching soldiers, turbulent
skies, tormented self-portraits, and images
of naked women. In 1918 he wrote to
Lummis: “My doubts grow & nothing
seems real—Socialism a dream, Democracy
an idea—passion and prejudice rule & no
one dares tell the truth.” Lummis responded:
“Never mind the war or the government
and dreams of socialism. Draft yourself to
paint.”29 Dixon did so, producing during
the 1920s and his marriage to Lange some
of the strongest paintings of his career. 

Experimenting with brighter colors,
increasingly simplified compositions, and
Jay Hambidge’s theory of dynamic sym-
metry (a system of mathematically derived
design loosely based on the Golden
Section ratio), Dixon veered from illustra-
tional modes of commercial art and honed
his own style in works such as Mesas in
Shadow and Earth Knower. As much as
Dixon held decidedly antimodern views
of the American West and Indians, his can-
vases were modern; he did not reproduce
the nineteenth-century styles of Catlin or
Bierstadt. Borrowing formal elements from
symbolism and post-impressionism for
paintings from the mid-1910s such as
The Ancient, Dixon shifted to the firmer,
reductive, and geometricized sensibility
of precisionist art in works dating to the
1920s and 1930s. Searching for clarity
and balance, he adopted a more controlled,
measured, and powerful painting style, as
evident in pictures such as Cloud World
(1925), Study in Cubist Realism (1925),
his 1937 sketches for his Section commis-
sion, and his 1939 mural panels Indian
and Soldier and Indian and Teacher. With
their broad, flat swaths of color, dramatic
contrasts of light and shade, strongly pat-
terned representational forms, and careful
manipulation of space, such paintings and
drawings further suggest Dixon’s consider-
able debt to Lange’s style of portrait and
documentary photography (fig. 13).30

13 Dorothea Lange, Native Americans
Walking along Hopi Mesa Trail,
1923–31. Photonegative © Dorothea
Lange Collection, Oakland Museum
of California, City of Oakland, Gift
of Paul S. Taylor
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Yet Dixon’s anxieties erupted again in
the late 1920s. As he remarked, “I had a
growing feeling of oppression—of some-
thing ominous and unavoidable impend-
ing—of being caught in the slowly closing
jaws of a vise, of complete helplessness in
the grip of fate.” Disturbed by the onset
of the Great Depression, the collapse of
the art market, and deepening rifts in his
second marriage, Dixon once again turned
to images of Native Americans for curative
purposes. In 1930 he began Shapes of Fear
(fig. 14), an eerie scene of faceless figures
concealed in dark blankets. As he later
recounted: “[I] had the sense of being sur-

rounded by vague, ominous, threatening
forms—a feeling which became an obses-
sion. Out of the need of freeing myself
from it, of externalizing it, to get it out of
my system, grew the idea of painting
Shapes of Fear—a group of four Indian-like
figures, robed, their faces shrouded from
view.” Dixon was not alone in tapping the
Indian as a symbol of dispossession in
Depression-era America: his projection of
helplessness and oppression onto the spec-
tral bodies of Native Americans was shared
by critics and popular audiences alike, and
Shapes of Fear won prizes at the California
Palace of the Legion of Honor in 1930 and

14 Maynard Dixon, Shapes of Fear,
1930–32. Oil, 40 x 50 ⅛ in.
Smithsonian American Art
Museum, Washington, D.C.,
Bequest of Henry Ward Ranger
through the National Academy 
of Design
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the National Academy of Design in
1932.31 A few years later, when the
Section of Fine Arts hired Dixon to
depict the “activities” of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, he reproduced notions of
Native displacement in his drawings The
Indian Yesterday and The Indian Today
(see figs. 1 and 2). Yet in the changed
institutional setting of the New Deal BIA,
fatalistic views of a vanishing race were
not welcome.

A Vanishing Race?

In a 1937 letter to Edward Rowan, Dixon
explained the symbolism of his initial
sketches for his Section mural: “I have
tried to keep the theme simple and obvi-
ous. My contact with the Indians has so
deeply impressed me with their tragedy
& their mysticism that something of
these always shows in my paintings of
them. Of these the one which might be
called War is plain enough—in the other,
the unwilling ‘modernized’ youth is a
problem of every western reservation.
I left out the whiskey flask.” Dixon’s
description attests to his romanticization
of the noble but doomed Native American,
the tragic spirit of a mythical West. If this
was an abidingly popular stereotype in
1930s America, it was antithetical in the
New Deal BIA; as John Collier declared
in his agency’s annual report in 1938, in
loud, boldface type: “THE INDIANS ARE

NO LONGER A DYING RACE.” And as
Indians at Work reported a few months
after Dixon’s mural was unveiled in the
Interior Building: 

The Red Indian of the United States, pic-
tured at home as a member of a dying race
and portrayed in many countries of Europe
as a militant savage . . . is in actual fact,
in the year 1939, as completely different
from one misconception as from the other.
The Indian of the United States is not
“vanishing” and he is not and has never
been as wild as he was painted.32

Under Collier’s New Deal BIA leader-
ship, notions of the vanishing Indian
were vanquished in favor of the “changing
Indian,” a modern Native who, restored
to his tribal lands, would emerge as a
rejuvenated, self-sufficient, and con-
tributing American citizen. Armed with
the liberal reform objectives of the 1934
Indian Reorganization Act, Collier aimed
to steer America’s Indians to cultural,
racial, and economic revival and success.
Proving that their modern-day vitality
extended to the arts, the Section commis-
sioned six painters from five Southwestern
tribes to decorate various spaces in the
Interior Building in the late 1930s. James
Auchiah (Kiowa), Woodrow Wilson
Crumbo (Creek-Potawatomie), Velino
Shije Herrera (Pueblo), Allan Houser
(Apache), Stephen Mopope (Kiowa),
and Gerald Nailor (Navajo) were hired
to depict scenes of “Indian life” drawn
from “the experiences of his own tribe,
expressed in either the symbolic designs
of the past or in scenes of contemporary
life.” Painted in the flat, refined “Studio
Style” typical of Dorothy Dunn’s Santa Fe
Indian School (1932–37), murals such as
Crumbo’s Buffalo Hunt (fig. 15), Houser’s
Breaking Camp at Wartime (1938), and
Mopope’s Ceremonial Dance (Indian
Theme) (1939) centered on Native cul-
tural traditions and activities in a distant
past that preceded encounters with
Europeans.33 Like Dixon’s paintings and
the initial drawings for his Section com-
mission, these murals reinscribed tropes
of indigenous harmony with nature,
spirituality, and independence, revealing
the seductive appeal and hegemony of
such potent stereotypes for both whites
and Indians.

Collier’s New Deal BIA explicitly
strove to deflect that essentialist image,
and the mural intended for the BIA’s
fourth-floor hallway was presumably con-
ceived as a visual analog to agency poli-
cies. Indeed, Dixon’s mural was the only
Interior Department mural commissioned
by the Section to focus specifically on the
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BIA and its “activities.” Entrenched,
however, in his own version of Western
history and his deep personal identification
with the premodern Indian, Dixon clung
to a mythical image of an unchanging,
free-roaming Native. He downplayed the
prevalence of agriculture among precon-
tact Cheyenne and Arapaho and the
practice of milpa farming among South-
western tribes, where corn was planted in
small mounds and surrounded by bean
and squash plants. As opposed to plant-
ing in linear rows, such policulture farm-
ing was not only attuned to arid Western
conditions but reduced the occurrence
of soil erosion by water runoff and pro-
duced 50 percent more corn than
monocultural practices.34 Secretary Ickes’
insistence that Dixon’s mural feature a
scene of a BIA farm agent teaching an
Indian family about a destructive form
of single-crop agriculture, one already
implicated in the Dust Bowl conditions
that ravaged the Plains and the West
during the Great Depression, illustrates
the irony of the flawed paternalism that
often suffused the New Deal BIA.

Dixon discounted this history of the
agricultural Indian because it negated his
image of the unrestrained noble savage.
The figure of the boy in Indian and
Teacher (see frontispiece, fig. 4), for exam-
ple, is similar to that of the downtrodden
farmer in his initial drawing The Indian
Today (see fig. 2): both have shorn hair,
stand dejectedly, and hold short hoes,
symbols of the backbreaking stoop labor
of migrant farmers. In Dixon’s history of
indigenous Americans, the Indian of yes-
terday was energetic and independent like
the free-roaming buffalo, while twentieth-
century Natives were fenced in and forced
to farm.

Dixon was in his mid-sixties when he
painted Themes of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, recently divorced from Lange,
married to artist Edith Hamlin, and quite
ill. He suffered a nervous breakdown in
1937 and spent the last few years of his
life in Arizona and Utah. In a sense, the

Section mural was Dixon’s last stand, a
final nostalgic nod to a mythical Old
West free of authoritarian restraint. He
was certainly aware of Collier’s New
Deal intentions for the Indian, remark-
ing in 1939: “Recently our Government
has undertaken a new policy based on a
real understanding of Indian character
and recognition of Indian rights long
denied.” And to a degree he painted
these BIA policies; as Dixon described
the modern-day panel of his mural: “In
the present he [the Indian] deals with
the teacher (Government Agent) sent to
help him make the most of his native
resources.”35

Still, it was no coincidence that Dixon
also painted a black cloud over the BIA
agent in Indian and Teacher, intimating
the doomed results of any further mod-
ern management in Indian country.
Likewise, the agent’s red lips and soft
features make him an especially femi-
nized figure, and his kneeling posture
is one of deference, not dominance. In
stark contrast is the stalwart Indian
who stands alone on the left side of the
panel, a symbol of Dixon’s own projec-
tion of freedom, independence, and mas-
culine self-sufficiency. Dixon clearly
critiqued federal policies of assimilation
by painting Native and white men in
oppositional terms, dressed differently
and positioned in separate groups—
Indians on the left and whites on the
right of the canvas in Indian and Soldier
(see fig. 3); the exalted Indian man on
the left and the crouching BIA agent on
the right in Indian and Teacher. By repre-
senting the BIA agent in a crouching
position and showing the tallest man in
that panel looking down at him, he fur-
ther refuted the New Deal BIA’s manage-
rial “supervision” of Native American
lands and peoples. Quietly ridiculing the
government agent’s educational efforts—
as seen in his awkward offer of a “lump
of soil” to the disinterested Indian boy—
Dixon again projected his libertarian
resentment of authority.
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In a 1936 essay in the radical journal
Art Front, critic Meyer Schapiro indicted
the New Deal’s federal arts programs,
arguing that murals for the Section of
Fine Arts such as Themes of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs “serve the governmental
demagogy by decorating institutions
courted by the present regime.” Even
worse, he said, they “divert the attention
of the artist . . . from the harsh realities
of class government and concealed dan-
gers of crisis, war, and fascist oppression.”
Schapiro added: “A regime that must hold
the support of the people today provides
conventional images of peace, justice,
social harmony, productive labor, the
idylls of the farm and the factories, while
it proposes at the same time an unprece-
dented military and naval budget, leaves
10 million unemployed, and winks at the
most brutal violations of civil liberty.” In
their seemingly neutral glorification of
work, progress, and national history, these
public murals are, he concluded, nothing
more than New Deal statist propaganda.36

Yet Themes of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs complicates these assumptions.
While Dixon’s painting was hardly a
politically radical work of art, as were
contemporaneous New Deal murals by
artists such as Victor Arnautoff, Aaron
Douglas, John Langley Howard, and Ben
Shahn, neither was it a liberal “glorifica-
tion” of national unity nor a “convention-
al” celebration of the activities of a
particular federal agency. Rather, Dixon’s
mural demonstrates how one artist negoti-
ated the specific requirements of a govern-
ment arts commission and simultaneously
retained his own conflicting, and political-
ly conservative, views of the subject.
Seemingly a documentary narrative of the
“activities” of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
from the nineteenth-century past to the
New Deal present, Dixon’s frozen painting
embodies his long-standing despair with
modernization (and management) in the
American West and his abiding romance
with a noble savage he insisted was “the
Real Thing.”

15 Woodrow Wilson Crumbo, Buffalo
Hunt, 1939. Oil on plaster, 60 x
132 in. U.S. Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C.
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